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Quasi-steady-state photoconductance 共QSSPC兲 and deep level transient spectroscopy 共DLTS兲 were used to characterize the minority carrier lifetime properties of reactive ion etched p-type Si. The effective lifetime of the plasma-processed samples degraded
after etching, with the densities of recombination centers increasing linearly with etch time. Evidence is provided for the longrange (⬎2 m) migration of defects in the plasma-etched samples. A discrete defect with energy position at (0.32
⫾ 0.02) eV, that could be either B- or H-related, was detected by DLTS in the etched samples. Furthermore, this energy level
could be used to adequately model the injection-dependence of the measured carrier lifetimes using the Shockley-Read-Hall
model. Our results show that DLTS and QSSPC is a powerful combination to characterize the electrical properties of defects that
are relevant to the performance of solar cells.
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Plasma 共or dry兲 etching has become a dominant technique in
semiconductor processing because it provides highly anisotropic
etch profiles with good selectivity.1,2 Etching of vias and trenches in
SiO2 is now a critical step in the fabrication of multilevel interconnects for the ultralarge scale integration of Si devices.3 Further,
nanometer-size patterns are routinely patterned onto polysilicon,
SiO2 or Si3 N4 using plasma etching for fabricating devices and
structures as diverse as semiconductor memories,4,5 photonic
crystals,6,7 high electron mobility transistors,8 laser diodes,2 and microelectromechanical systems.9 There are, however, areas of semiconductor research where plasma etching has not made a significant
impact. In the field of photovoltaics 共PV兲, the fabrication of silicon
solar cells is still heavily reliant on wet chemical etching. Previous
studies have used plasma etching in silicon solar cell processing
either as a substitute for all wet chemistry10 or for a specialized
purpose, such as metallization.11 However, plasma etching creates
defects in the near-surface region of the exposed semiconductor.12-14
The electrical properties of the solar cells usually degrade in the
presence of electrically active defects that may act as either trapping
or recombination centres.15 Schaefer and Ludeman have reported a
nearly damage-free RIE process for solar cell processing, whereby
dry processed solar cells show the same performance as wet etched
cells.14
The need to increase the price competitiveness of PV relative to
nonrenewable energy sources calls for new concepts in solar cell
design and fabrication. In this respect, a novel low-cost, highefficiency micromachined Si solar cell has recently been developed
at the Australian National University.16 The innovative features of
the new cells include the improved Si utilization by a factor ⬃12, a
reduction in the number of wafers per kW by ⬃30, high efficiency
and perfect bifacial response. Reactive ion etching 共RIE兲, in conjunction with wet chemistry, is one option that can be used in the
micromachining and metallization steps of the new technology. The
number of steps in our process could be reduced by elimination of a
few chemical etch steps by etching SiO2 and/or Si3 N4 layers
through to the Si substrate. This is desirable for reducing device
fabrication complexity, and to minimize the use of toxic hydrofluoric acid. To judge the desirability of etching through to the Si substrate, intimate knowledge about the electrical properties of plasma-
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etched Si is required. In this paper, we investigate the influence of
reactive ion etching in a CHF3 /O2 plasma on the minority carrier
lifetime of p-type float zone Si. We also demonstrate that deep level
transient spectroscopy and minority lifetime measurements as used
here is a powerful combination for characterizing the electrical
properties of defects that adversely influence the performance of
solar cell materials.
Experimental
Two 4 in. boron-doped float zone 共FZ兲 wafers labeled A and B
with resistivity 0.75-1.25 and 140-150 ⍀ cm, respectively, were
used. The wafers were polished in a HF:HNO3 共1:12 by volume兲
mixture prior to RIE in an Oxford PlasmaLab80 system. After
chemical polishing, the wafers were between 480 and 500 m thick,
and they were cleaved into quarters for plasma etching. Samples
from B were exposed to a CHF3 /O2 plasma for 30 s to 5 min, while
samples from wafers A were exposed for 5 min. The CHF3 /O2
plasma has a high etch selectivity for Si3 N4 or SiO2 over photoresist
and Si.17 In this study, RIE was performed at 23°C in a mixture of
50 sccm CHF3 and 5 sccm O2 at a process pressure of 55 mTorr. In
our RIE system, the samples are placed on a water-cooled electrode
that it maintained at 23°C by a water chiller. The rf power was 200
W, yielding a dc self-bias in the range 450-500 V. These parameters
were chosen based on the processing that we typically use in the
fabrication of our novel thin-film Si solar cells.16 After RIE, the
samples were chemically cleaned prior to light phosphorous diffusion and oxidation. This high temperature step serves two purposes,
namely, it mimics the post-RIE high temperature processing in our
solar cell fabrication scheme, and it provides surface passivation for
minority carrier lifetime measurements. The surface passivation of
samples was completed with a forming gas anneal at 400°C.18 Control samples 共i.e., no RIE兲 of each resistivity were subject to identical etching, cleaning and surface passivation steps as the plasmatreated samples. The control samples allow the recombination rate
due to all processes other than those caused by RIE, such as recombination at the surfaces, and recombination in the bulk due to Auger
recombination and potential contamination arising from the annealing, etching and cleaning steps, to be measured. To determine the
depth of Si surface modification due to RIE, selected samples from
wafer B were chemically etched for times between 15 s and 2 min
prior to surface passivation.
The minority carrier lifetime of samples was determined using
the quasi-steady-state photoconductance method 共QSSPC兲,19 which
measures lifetime as a function of excess carrier density ⌬n. Hence,
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Figure 1. Variations of  eff 共solid circles兲 and 1/ eff 共open circles兲 as a function of etch time.

lifetime comparisons between wafers at the same value of ⌬n can be
made, which, depending on the magnitude of the lifetime, may not
correspond to the same illumination intensity. The measured quantity is known as an effective lifetime,  eff , and incorporates the
impact of recombination both in the bulk and at the surfaces. Deep
level transient spectroscopy 共DLTS兲 was performed on the control
and plasma-etched samples from wafer A using a modified lock-intype setup. We chose wafer A for DLTS measurements because of its
lower resistivity. In this case, the lower zero-bias depletion layer
was small (⬃0.32 m compared to ⬃3.5 m for wafer B兲, that
allowed us to probe defects close to the surface where they are
produced during RIE. Prior to metallisation, the phosphorousdiffused layer of samples was chemically etched. Schottky diodes
were fabricated on samples by thermal evaporation of Ti (⬃75 nm
thick and 0.5 mm diam兲 through a metal contact mask. Selected
samples were annealed under Ar for 15 min between 120 and 230°C
to study the thermal stability of defects.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the effective lifetime,  eff , at an excess carrier
density of ⌬n ⫽ 1 ⫻ 1014 cm⫺3 of wafer B as a function of RIE
time. Results are shown for sample B because the effect of time was
more clearly resolved for this set of sample because of the high
initial effective lifetime. An etch time as short as 30 s reduced  eff by
three orders of magnitude showing the pronounced detrimental effect of RIE on the minority carrier lifetime. The results can be better
analyzed by looking at the inverse of the effective lifetime, 1/ eff .
Based on the Shockley-Read-Hall共SRH兲 theory of carrier generation
and recombination at a discrete defect level in p-Si, the SRH lifetime can be expressed as20,21
N A ⫹ ⌬n
1
⫽
 SRH
 p0 共 n 1 ⫹ ⌬n 兲 ⫹  n0 共 N A ⫹ p 1 ⫹ ⌬n 兲

关1兴

where, ⌬n ⫽ ⌬ p is the excess carrier density. The capture time constants  n0 and  p0 are related to the thermal velocity ( th), the recombination center density (N t), and capture cross section 共兲 via
 n0 ⫽ 1/( th nN t) and  p0 ⫽ 1/( th pN t). It becomes clear from
Eq. 1 that 1/ SRH is proportional to the density of the recombination
center, N t . Because the minority carrier lifetime in our plasmaetched sample is at least three orders of magnitude lower than in the
control sample, the effective lifetime that we measure corresponds
to the SRH recombination in the bulk of an etched sample. Hence,
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Figure 2. Variation of effective lifetime as a function of the amount of Si
surface etched back after RIE. RIE was carried out on sample B for either 1
or 5 minutes.

reading from the right axis of Fig. 1 shows that the density of recombination centers in plasma-etched samples increased linearly
with etch time. Following RIE, and prior to surface passivation,
selected samples were dipped in a mixture of HF/HNO3 for different
times to etch controlled thicknesses of the plasma exposed surface
layers. The results are shown in Fig. 2 for 1 min or 5 min plasmaetched sample B. The data points for the zero post-RIE etched depth
correspond to the data points for 1 or 5 min RIE time in Fig. 1. Note
that the room temperature chemical etching of Si exhibited fairly
large variances as depicted by the horizontal error bars. The results
in Fig. 2 show that  eff could be recovered by the successive removal of the damaged surfaces. However, this recovery is only partial, as the curves in Fig. 2 tend to level-off with the increasing etch
depth. This clearly shows that defects generated in the near-surface
region of the samples exposed to the plasma diffused to depths
exceeding 2 m even before the high-temperature steps.
QSSPC provides valuable information regarding the extent of
recombination, but it does not provide any information regarding the
specific electrical parameters of the recombination centers. For the
latter, we have used DLTS measurements. Figure 3 shows DLTS
spectra taken from control 共solid triangles兲 and plasma-etched 共open
symbols兲 low-resistivity samples 共i.e., A兲. The control sample contained a defect A 共0.54 eV兲 which has an energy position, E t
⫽ (0.54 ⫾ 0.02) eV, above the valence band edge, and apparent
capture cross section,  a ⬇ 8.5 ⫻ 10⫺14 cm2 . RIE introduced another defect B共0.32 eV兲, with E t ⫽ (0.32 ⫾ 0.02) eV above the
valence band edge and  a ⬇ 4.2 ⫻ 10⫺14 cm2 . The ‘‘signatures’’
共i.e., E t and  a) of defects were determined from the Arrhenius plots
of ln(T 2/eh) vs. 1000/T, where eh is the hole emission rate and T is
the measurement temperature, shown in Fig. 4a.
In Fig. 4a, the experimental data points are shown in open symbols, while the solid symbols correspond to the ‘‘signatures’’ of
defects H共0.52兲 and H共0.33兲 that were reconstructed from data reported in the literature.22 A recent study has shown that H共0.52兲 was
at least constituted from a Bi-H pair, and that it was most likely to
be the Bi-Bs-H complex. Isochronal annealing experiments of
H共0.52兲22 and a similar defect H共0.56兲23 revealed that the concentration of this defect increased within the range of 100 to 150°C,
followed by a sharp decrease at higher temperatures. The isochronal
annealing results shown in Fig. 4b reveal the similar annealing behavior of A 共0.54 eV兲. Based on the results shown in Fig. 4, we
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Figure 3. DLTS spectra taken from control 共solid triangles兲 and reactive ion
etched 共open symbols兲 sample A. The sample had a ⬃2 m thick surface
layer etched back after RIE. The bias conditions were such that the region
extending between ⬃0.32 and ⬃0.65 m was probed for the spectrum
shown in open squares, whereas the region probed was between ⬃0.32 and
⬃0.9 m for the spectrum in open circles.

suggest that A 共0.54 eV兲 is probably the Bi-Bs-H complex. A comparison between the DLTS spectra shown in open circles and open
triangles in Fig. 3, reveals that A 共0.54 eV兲 was confined within
approximately the top 0.6 m of the plasma-etched sample. This
probably reflects the in-diffusion of hydrogen during chemical etching in HF solution.
As can be seen from Fig. 4a, the ‘‘signature’’ of B 共0.32 eV兲 is
similar to that of H224 共solid triangles兲 and H共0.33兲 共solid circles兲.22
H2 is similar to defect H共148 K兲,25 that has been reported in protonimplanted Cz and FZ Si, respectively. Furthermore, the two defects
have been shown to be H-related hole traps. Because H is present in
our samples 关A 共0.54 eV兲 is H-related兴 and the ‘‘signature’’ of B
共0.32 eV兲 is similar to H2 and H 共148 K兲, it is tempting to conclude
that B 共0.32 eV兲 is probably H-related. However, B 共0.32 eV兲 has a
lower thermal stability that both H2 and H 共148 K兲. B 共0.32 eV兲 is
unstable above 125°C, whereas H 共148 K兲 and H2 are stable up to
300 and 250°C, respectively. On the other hand, H 共0.33兲, that has
been proposed to be B-related,22 has a similar annealing behavior as
B 共0.32 eV兲. Furthermore, a defect H1 with similar electronic and
annealing properties as B 共0.32 eV兲 has previously been observed in
ion implanted or electron irradiated p-type epitaxial Si.26 H1 could
not be detected in p-type samples containing a high concentration of
O 共i.e., p-type Cz Si兲. It was, therefore, concluded that the H1 was a
B-related defect. Because the concentration of O in FZ samples can
be expected to be relatively low, our results suggest that A 共0.32 eV兲
could be a B-related, similar to H 共0.33兲22 and H1.26 The formation
of A 共0.32 eV兲 is initiated through the formation of Si interstitials,
Sii , during the low-energy bombardment of the surface during
plasma etching. These interstitials preferentially form Bi by the Watkins replacement mechanism because of the low concentrations of
competing traps like C and O in FZ Si.27 The boron interstitials then
interact with other impurities to form A 共0.32 eV兲. It is worth noting
here that defect H2 in Ref. 24, that has been attributed to B, also has
similar electronic and annealing properties as A 共0.54 eV兲. H
共0.33兲,22 and hence A 共0.32 eV兲, is expected to have an exponentially decaying distribution when formed at the surface, which is
consistent with the results shown in Fig. 2.
We now attempt to use the electronic properties of B 共0.32 eV兲 to

Figure 4. 共a兲 Arrhenius plots from which the ‘‘signatures’’ of defects were
determined. The data shown in solid symbols show the ‘‘signatures’’ of hole
traps previously reported in the literature. 共b兲 isochronal annealing behavior
of A 共0.54 eV兲 and B 共0.32 eV兲.

model the injection dependent minority carrier lifetime measurements 共selected samples only兲. The open symbols in Fig. 5 are the
experimental data points, while the lines are fits to Eq. 1. The socalled SRH densities n 1 and p 1 in Eq. 1 are given by

冉

冊

EC ⫺ Et
n 1 ⫽ N C exp ⫺
,
kT

冉

Et ⫺ EV
p 1 ⫽ N V exp ⫺
kT

冊

关2兴

where E t is the energy position of the recombination center, E C and
E V are the energies of the conduction and valence band edge, and
N C and N V are the effective densities of states in the conduction and
the valence band, respectively. When E F ⫽ E t , the n 1 and p 1 equal
the equilibrium densities of electrons and holes, respectively. Be-
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chemical etching. The accumulation of damage in the near-surface
region of the plasma processed sample depends critically on the rate
at which the damaged layer is removed. In Ref. 14, a SF6 plasma
that provides a high etch rate of Si was utilized because there was no
need for a high selectivity between SiO2 共or Si3 N4 ) and Si. In our
solar cell fabrication procedure,16 we require a high selectivity between the dielectric and Si, so that the Si etch rate is very low.
Another difference is the use of a higher rf power yielding a dc bias
between 450 and 500 V in the present study as opposed to 100 W
power producing a self-bias of only 15 V in Ref. 14.
Conclusion

Figure 5. Modeling of the injection dependence of the minority carrier lifetimes in plasma-etched samples A and B using the SRH formalism. The solid
line for sample A includes the effect of minority carrier trapping centers. The
downward curvature of the model at high injection is caused by Auger recombination.

cause our DLTS measurements did not provide information regarding the capture cross section for electrons nor the effect of temperature on the majority carrier capture cross section of B 共0.32 eV兲, we
have used the room temperature values of minority and majority
carrier capture cross sections for H 共148 K兲 in Ref. 25. However, we
have used the value of E t extracted from Fig. 4a. Auger recombination was included in the modelling procedure, which impacts at high
excess carrier densities.28
The simulations provide reasonable fits to the experimental data
as shown in Fig. 5 for N t ⫽ 5 ⫻ 1013 cm⫺3 共sample B兲 and N t
⫽ 2.4 ⫻ 1014 cm⫺3 共sample A兲. However, the values of N t are 5-10
times larger than what can be estimated from the DLTS data in Fig.
3. We have found that N t became comparable to the DLTS estimate
when larger values 共by a factor of 10兲 of carrier capture cross sections were used. This highlights the uncertainty in the capture cross
section values. Another point to note is that the experimental data
for sample A exhibits an increase at low carrier injection that cannot
be explained by the SRH formalism. This phenomenon can, however, be explained by the presence of centers which only trap and
release minority carriers.29 The effect of such minority carrier traps
has been simulated in parallel with the recombination process in Fig.
5, and results in a reasonable fit to the experimental data. However,
we cannot account for the presence of such trapping centers in
sample A only. It should be emphasised that other combinations of
energy levels and capture cross sections could also provide reasonable fits to the data, and as such we can not definitely conclude that
the parameters used are correct. Nevertheless, the results at least
show that an energy level of 0.32 eV is not inconsistent with the
measured injection dependence. We therefore speculate that B 共0.32
eV兲 is responsible for minority carrier lifetime degradations in our
plasma-processed samples.
Finally, we would like to make a comment regarding the results
in Ref. 14 that showed no significant difference between the properties of chemically- and plasma-processed solar cells. Plasma etching consists of two competing processes regarding the creation of
defects, namely low-energy ion bombardment of the surface and
removal of the damaged layer by a combination of physical and

In summary, we have used the combination of QSSPC and DLTS
to characterize the minority carrier lifetime properties of reactive ion
etched FZ p-Si. Compared to the control sample, plasma-etching
degraded the lifetime of minority carrier by three orders of magnitude. A hole trap B 共0.32 eV above the valence band兲 was detected
in the etched sample, which could be either B- or H-related. We
have shown that this energy level can be used to model the injection
dependent minority carrier lifetime in the plasma-etched samples,
although the values of the capture cross sections are uncertain. Our
results have shown that QSSCC and DLTS form a powerful combination of analytical techniques for the characterization of defects
that are relevant for the performance of solar cells.
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